Abstract
Introduction
Today's world is advancing towards a higher level of social productivity and a rapid development of science and technology. Prediction analysis, which depends on the analysis result to reduce uncertainties about the future, has received widely attention and been applied to many fields, in particular the engineering industry [1] [2] [3] . It gives instructions on decision and planning so as to avoid blindness. The prediction analysis on complex systems is defined as to use quantitative and qualitative methods to estimate, measure and analyze design features (either internal or external) or development state of the complex system according to data available [4] [5] . At present, common methods of prediction analysis include qualitative analysis, mathematical models such as time-series model, and regression model and simulation methods such as dynamic demand system. These methods are tailored to different situations and have yielded fruitful results [6] [7] [8] [9] . A new theory, the grey system theory, is worthy of noticing. It was first put forward by Professor Deng Julong. Grey system an emerging subject aimed at solving problems with many uncertainties based on mathematical theories. It is well applied to address samples with "clear extension but blur connotation" or situations where there are only a small scale of samples and a lack of enough information [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The prediction of a complex system usually involves grey information. Therefore, this paper proposes an improved prediction model based on grey system theory and proves the efficacy of the model through a case study.
Grey Sequence
The change of the state of the complex system has a time-series feature. n Correlation factors of the complex system consist of the sequence, named the comparative sequence i V . Then m comparative sequences corresponding to m time-series state are:
(1) , ( 2 ) , , ( ) 
（1）
In particular, the sequence that can reflect the behavior and state of the complex system is named reference sequence 0 V . There is:
Grey Correlation Coefficient
To show the correlation of the development state under different time-series, grey correlation coefficient i  is used to describe how the correlation changes with the time and grey correlation degree 
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Grey Classical Domain and Grey Sector Domain
In the grey clustering analysis, the primary thing is to categorize different state sets P through clustering analysis. Feature indicators in each set have a certain range of value of 
Thus, the sector domain o j V of the state set i P about indicator j is:
The Weight of Prediction Feature
There are many influence factors for the complex system. The importance of prediction features varies from one another. So it is necessary to allocate weight for these features. This paper adopts a comprehensive evaluation method to allocate weight. X Experts are invited to score on the importance of prediction features by a 1-9 scale. Based on the score, we can get the initial judgment matrix B .
（7）
So the weight j w of predicator feature j is:
Processing Prediction Features
Prediction features usually have different scales. To facilitate the prediction analysis, we need to nondimensionalize the classical domain of the prediction feature in order to unify the value scales.
For classical domain
of prediction features of effective type, the unified value of quantity
of prediction features of effective type, the unified value of quantity 
Grey Correlation Coefficient and Grey Correlation Degree
Suppose the sample sequence of the system to be tested is
（11）
According to abovementioned analysis, standardize the sample sequence d V and obtain the grey correlation coefficients 
refers to the distance between prediction feature j and different classical domains
（13）
After the grey correlation coefficients are obtained, we need to analyze the category of the system, namely the grey correlation degree 
The Model and the Algorithm
According to abovementioned analysis, we first construct the grey classical domain and the grey sector domain by comparing prediction features on the basis of grey clustering analysis and we can get the grey correlation coefficient and grey correlation degree between the system and different categories. Then, according to the comprehensive grey correlation degree, we can figure out which state set the system belongs to and finally are able to get the prediction result.
To be more specific, the algorithm of the prediction model based on the improved grey clustering analysis is described as followings:
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Step 1 Obtain time-series sequences on the basis of influence factors of the system
Step 2 Categorize the state according to prediction features of the system and confirm the state sets or the category set.
Step 3 Construct the grey classical domain and the grey sector domain of different category sets.
Step 4 Standardize prediction features of different types and scales and allocate weight to them.
Step 5 Obtain influence factors of the system and the grey correlation coefficients between influence factors and different category sets.
Step 6 Obtain the grey correlation degrees between the system and the category sets.
Step 7 Confirm to which category the system belongs based on grey correlation degree and get the prediction result of grey clustering analysis.
Step 8 Judge whether the result reaches the prediction accuracy. If not, detail the category and repeat Step 2-7.
Case Study of Power Loading Forecast
Power loading is crucial for regional economic development. It holds significance to predict power loading in different phase to ensure sufficient power supply as enough supply provides support for a rapid, reliable and stable development of regional economy. However, power loading is limited to many factors. An accurate prediction cannot be realized unless these factors are categorized. This paper proposes an improved prediction model for the complex system in order to realize effective power loading prediction. Through surveys and inspections, it is known that there is a relation between the power loading and the development state of the industry. Sequences of the latest 10 years are obtained after statistics analysis, as shown in Table 1 . To better construct the grey classical domain and the grey sector domain, we use feature growth rate to describe characteristic quantity, as shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 
（16）
Primary industry, secondary industry and tertiary industry serve as three prediction features. We can get the average prediction feature under each category. Construct the grey classical degree of each of the four categories, as is shown in Table 3 . Classical domains of the growth rate of the three industries under different categories are taken as the comparative sequence. The growth rate of the three industries is taken as the reference sequence. We can obtain the grey correlation coefficient of prediction features, as shown in Table 4 . . By comparing the three, we can judge that object I is the optimal one and conductive to later research. Table 1 . Its growth rate is 0.2831, as shown in Table 2 . As , which indicates that the actual value is in line with the prediction. Thus, the efficacy of the model gets proved.
Conclusion
This paper studies the prediction about complicated systems and proposes an improved prediction model based on grey clustering analysis. It tests the model with a case of power loading prediction and proves that the model can fulfill the purpose. In this model, grey classical domain and grey sector domain of prediction features are constructed according to grey data sequence. The grey correlation coefficient and grey correlation degree between prediction features and different categories of classical domain are computed and the weighed grey correlation degree is obtained. Thus, the prediction of grey clustering analysis is available. The model has clear physical definitions. It is accurate and reliable in calculation, and easy to achieve on the computer. This model is able to provide support for the predication of intelligent and complicated systems.
